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VIRTUAL LINKS WHICH ARE EQUIVALENT
AS TWISTED LINKS
NAOKO KAMADA AND SEIICHI KAMADA
Abstract. A virtual link is a generalization of a classical link that is defined
as an equivalence class of certain diagrams, called virtual link diagrams. It
is further generalized to a twisted link. Twisted links are in one-to-one cor-
respondence with stable equivalence classes of links in oriented thickenings
of (possibly non-orientable) closed surfaces. By definition, equivalent virtual
links are also equivalent as twisted links. In this paper, we discuss when two
virtual links are equivalent as twisted links, and give a necessary and sufficient
condition for this to be the case.
1. Introduction
A virtual link is a generalization of a classical link introduced by Kauffman
[7], which is defined as an equivalence class of certain diagrams, called virtual
link diagrams. Virtual link theory is quite natural when we discuss Gauss chord
diagrams, since every Gauss chord diagram is realized as a virtual link diagram
up to virtual Reidemeister moves [4, 7]. Moreover, virtual links are in one-to-
one correspondence with abstract links on oriented surfaces [5], and in one-to-one
correspondence with stable equivalence classes of links in oriented thickenings of
oriented closed surfaces [2, 5]. It is known that the set of classical links is a subset
of the set of virtual links, i.e., two classical link diagrams are equivalent as virtual
links if and only if they are equivalent as classical links [4, 7, 8]. This fact is
obtained by considering knot groups with peripheral structures [4], or by assuming
a stronger fact due to Kuperburg [8] that a virtual link has a unique irreducible
representative as a link in an oriented thickening of an oriented surface. For details
and related topics on virtual knot theory, refer to [3, 4, 5, 7, 9].
Bourgoin [1] generalized virtual links to twisted links. Twisted links are in
one-to-one correspondence with abstract links on surfaces [1, 6], and in one-to-one
correspondence with stable equivalence classes of links in oriented thickenings of
closed surfaces [1, 6].
A virtual link diagram is a link diagram in R2 that may have some virtual cross-
ings, which are crossings without over/under information but which are decorated
with a small circle surrounding it. A twisted link diagram is a virtual link diagram
possibly with bars on arcs. Referring to Figure 1, the moves R1, R2, R3 are called
classical Reidemeister moves, the moves V1, . . . , V4 are called virtual Reidemeister
moves, and the moves T1, T2, T3 are called twisted Reidemeister moves. All of
these are called extended Reidemeister moves.
A virtual link is an equivalence class of virtual link diagrams under classical and
virtual Reidemeister moves. A twisted link is an equivalence class of twisted link
diagrams under extended Reidemeister moves.
A geometric interpretation for a twisted link diagram D is obtained by consider-
ing its associated abstract link diagram A(D) as shown in Figure 2, which is a link
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✲✛ ✲✛ ✲✛
R1 R2 R3
✲✛ ✲✛ ✲✛ ✲✛
V1 V2 V3 V4
✲✛ ✲✛ ✲✛
T1 T2 T3
Figure 1. Classical, virtual and twisted Reidemeister moves
diagram on a compact surface [1, 5, 6]. The figure shows the local correspondence
between D and A(D), and an example. Note that a bar of D implies a half-twist
of the ambient surface of A(D).
Figure 2. A twisted link diagram and its associated abstract link diagram
By definition, virtual link diagrams are twisted link diagrams, and if two virtual
link diagrams are equivalent as virtual links then they are equivalent as twisted
links. Thus the inclusion map
ι : {virtual link diagrams} → {twisted link diagrams}
yields a natural map
f : {virtual links} → {twisted links}.
In this paper, we discuss when two elements are mapped to the same element
by f , and give a necessary and sufficient condition for this to be the case. This
clarifies a remark made in [1, p.1251], which claims that virtual link theory injects
into the theory of links in oriented thickenings; see Remark 2.5.
For a virtual link L, let s(L) denote the virtual link represented by a diagram
s(D) that is obtained from a diagram D of L by a reflection along a line in R2 and
by switching over/under information on all classical crossings. See Figure 3, where
r is a reflection along a line in R2 and c is switching over/under information.
Theorem 1.1. Two virtual knots L and L′ are equivalent as twisted knots if and
only if L′ is equivalent to L or s(L) as a virtual knot.
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D r(D) s(D) = c ◦ r(D)
r c
Figure 3.
This theorem is a special case of our main theorem (Theorem 2.4), stated in
Section 2.
It is known that there is a virtual knot L such that L and s(L) are not equivalent
as virtual knots [10]. Thus the map f is not injective.
A link diagram (without virtual crossings nor bars) is referred to as a classical link
diagram, and a classical link means an equivalence class of classical link diagrams
under classical Reidemeister moves. Recall that the set of classical links is a subset
of the set of virtual links. It is also a subset of the set of twisted links. As we will
see below the following holds.
Theorem 1.2. The map f restricted to the set of classical links is injective, i.e.,
two classical links are equivalent as twisted links if and only if they are equivalent
as classical links.
In this paper all (classical, virtual or twisted) links are oriented. A link is called
a knot if it consists of one component. Although virtual links are equivalence
classes of virtual link diagrams, we often say that two virtual links L and L′ are
equivalent as virtual links (or as twisted links, respectively) if their representatives
are equivalent as virtual link diagrams (or as twisted link diagrams, respectively).
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we give necessary definitions and
state the main results (Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.4). Proofs of the latter are
given in Section 3.
This work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Numbers JP15K04879,
JP26287013, JP19K03496 and JP19H01788.
2. Definitions and the main theorem
Let D be a (classical, virtual or twisted) diagram. A split decomposition of D is a
collection of mutually disjoint subdiagrams D1, . . . , Dn such that D = D1∪· · ·∪Dn
for some n ≥ 1. We denote it by D = D1 ⊔ · · · ⊔Dn.
Let L be a (classical, virtual or twisted) link. A split decomposition of L is a
collection of sublinks L1, . . . , Ln such that there is a diagram D of L with a split
decomposition D = D1⊔· · ·⊔Dn such that Li is represented by Di for i = 1, . . . , n.
We denote it by L = L1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ Ln. A (classical, virtual or twisted) link L is
splittable if there is a split decomposition L = L1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ Ln with n ≥ 2; otherwise,
L is non-splittable. A split decomposition L = L1⊔· · ·⊔Ln is called maximal if for
each i = 1, . . . , n, Li is non-splittable. Note that a maximal split decomposition is
unique up to reordering (Lemma 3.1).
For a (classical, virtual or twisted) link diagram D in R2, as in Section 1 we
let s(D) denote a diagram obtained from D by a reflection along a line in R2
and switching over/under information on all classical crossings. If D and D′ are
equivalent as (classical, virtual or twisted) link diagrams, so are s(D) and s(D′).
Thus, for a (classical, virtual or twisted) link L, we have that s(L) is well defined
as a (classical, virtual or twisted) link. Note that while a classical link L and its
counterpart s(L) are equivalent as classical links, a virtual link L and its counterpart
s(L) may not be equivalent as virtual links.
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We prove the following proposition in Section 3.
Proposition 2.1. For any twisted link L, we have that L and s(L) are equivalent
as twisted links.
Corollary 2.2. For any virtual link L, we have that L and s(L) are equivalent as
twisted links. Thus, f(L) = f(s(L)).
Definition 2.3. Two virtual links L and L′ are s-congruent if there are maximal
split decompositions L = L1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ Ln and L
′ = L′1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ L
′
n such that for each
i = 1, . . . , n, L′i is equivalent to Li or s(Li) as a virtual link.
The following is our main theorem.
Theorem 2.4. Let L and L′ be virtual links. Then L and L′ are equivalent as
twisted links if and only if they are s-congruent.
Theorem 1.1 is a special case of Theorem 2.4. Theorem 1.2 follows from The-
orem 2.4, since classical links L and L′ are s-congruent if and only if they are
equivalent as classical links.
Remark 2.5. In [1, p.1251] it is stated that virtual link theory injects into the
theory of links in oriented thickenings. It should be understood that virtual link
theory modulo s-congruence injects into twisted link theory. There is an alternative
proof of Theorem 2.4 using a uniqueness theorem ([1, Theorem 1]) of irreducible
representatives of links in oriented thickenings of closed surfaces. Our proof given
in Section 3 is a direct argument using diagrams.
3. Proofs
Lemma 3.1. A maximal split decomposition is unique up to reordering. That is,
if L = L1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ Ln and L
′ = L′1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ L
′
n′ are maximal split decompositions of
equivalent (classical, virtual or twisted) links L and L′, then n = n′ and there exists
a permutation σ of {1, . . . , n} such that for each i = 1, . . . , n, Li is equivalent to
L′
σ(i) as a (classical, virtual or twisted) link.
Proof. Fix an equivalence between L and L′. (An equivalence between L and L′ is
a sequence of diagrams D = D0, D1, D2, . . . , Dm = D′ for some m such that D and
D′ are diagrams of L and L′, respectively, and where Dk+1, k = 0, 1, . . . ,m − 1,
is obtained from Dk by a single extended Reidemeister move. Fixing such an
equivalence, we have a bijection between the components of L and the components
of L′, and we may consider, for any sublink of L, the corresponding sublink of
L′.) Since L1 is non-splittable, the corresponding sublink of L
′ is a sublink of
L′
σ(1) for some σ(1) ∈ {1, . . . , n
′}. Since L′
σ(1) is non-splittable, the corresponding
sublink of L is a sublink of L1. Thus L1 and L
′
σ(1) are equivalent to each other
via the equivalence between L and L′. Continuing by the same reasoning, we see
that n = n′ and there is a permutation σ of {1, . . . , n} such that Li and L
′
σ(i) are
equivalent for i = 2, . . . , n. 
Let D be a (classical, virtual or twisted) link diagram. A virtual path on D is an
arc α on D from a regular point to another such that it is disjoint from classical
crossings and bars of D. Here a regular point of D means a point of D away from
classical crossings, virtual crossings and bars. A virtual path may pass through
virtual crossings. An arc on D away from classical crossings, virtual crossings and
bars is a virtual path by definition.
Let D and D′ be (classical, virtual or twisted) link diagrams. If there exist
virtual paths α and α′ of D and D′ respectively such that D \α = D′ \α′, then we
say that D′ is obtained from D by a detour move replacing α with α′.
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Lemma 3.2 (The Detour Lemma, cf. [1, 5, 7]). Let D and D′ be virtual (or twisted,
respectively) link diagrams. Suppose that D′ is obtained from D by a detour move
replacing a virtual path α with a virtual path α′. Then D is transformed into D′ by
using the moves V1, . . . , V4 (or V1, . . . , V4 and T1, respectively) up to isotopy of
R
2. In particular, D and D′ are equivalent as virtual (or twisted, respectively) link
diagrams.
Proof. First consider a case that D and D′ are virtual link diagrams. There is a
homotopy of arcs in R2, say αt (t ∈ [0, 1]), with α0 = α and α1 = α
′ keeping
the endpoints fixed. Changing the homotopy slightly, we may assume that αt are
immersed arcs for all but a finite number of exceptional t’s. For each regular value
t, Dt := (D \ α) ∪ αt is regarded as a virtual link diagram by taking all crossings
involving αt to be virtual crossings. When t changes continuously away from the
exceptional values, the diagram Dt changes by an isotopy of R
2. Before and after
each exceptional value t, Dt changes as in V1, . . . , V4 or V4
′, where V4′ is the
move obtained from V4 by switching over/under information of the crossing. (The
arc in the move V1 should be a part of αt. For V2, both or one of the two arcs are
a part of αt. For V3, all three arcs, two of them or one of them are a part of αt.
For V4 or V4′, the arc passing through the two virtual crossings is a part of αt. V4
and V4′ occur only when the homotopy αt passes over a classical crossing of D.)
It is easily verified that V4′ is realized as a combination of the moves V2, V4 and
V2. Thus we see that D is transformed into D′ by using V1, . . . , V4. In the case
that D and D′ are twisted link diagrams, it is proved by a similar argument. When
the homotopy αt passes over a bar, we need the move T1. Thus we see that D is
transformed into D′ by using the moves V1, . . . , V4 and T1. 
The above lemma can be applied to a family of virtual paths.
A virtual path family on a (classical, virtual or twisted) link diagram D is a
family of virtual paths on D each of whose intersections, if it exists, is a virtual
crossing.
Let D and D′ be (classical, virtual or twisted) link diagrams. Let α1, . . . , αm
be a virtual path family on D and let α′1, . . . , α
′
m be a virtual path family on D
′.
We say that D′ is obtain from D by detour moves by replacing α1, . . . , αm with
α′1, . . . , α
′
m if D \ (∪
m
k=1αk) = D
′ \ (∪mk=1α
′
k) and for each k = 1, . . . ,m, ∂αk = ∂α
′
k.
Lemma 3.3 (A Generalized Version of the Detour Lemma). Let D and D′ be
virtual (or twisted, respectively) link diagrams. Suppose that D′ is obtained from D
by detour moves by replacing α1, . . . , αm with α
′
1, . . . , α
′
m. Then D is transformed
into D′ by using the moves V1, . . . , V4 (or V1, . . .V4 and T1, respectively) up
to isotopy of R2. In particular, D and D′ are equivalent as virtual (or twisted,
respectively) link diagrams.
Proof. If necessary, modifying α1, . . . , αm slightly, we may assume that for each
k = 1, . . . ,m, αk ∩ α
′
j with any j 6= k is empty or consists of some transverse
double points. For each k = 1, . . . ,m, let Dk := (D \ ∪ki=1αi) ∪ (∪
k
i=1α
′
i), which
is regarded as a virtual (or twisted) link diagram by taking all crossings of Dk
involving ∪ki=1α
′
i to be virtual crossings. Put D
0 = D, and note that Dm = D′.
Then Dk is obtained from Dk−1 by a detour move replacing αk with α
′
k. Applying
Lemma 3.2 inductively, we obtain the result. 
Let T3′ be the move obtained from the move T3 (Figure 1) by switching over/under
information of the classical crossing.
Lemma 3.4. The move T3′ is realized by the moves V1, . . . , V4 and T3.
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Proof. In Figure 4, (1) ⇒ (2) is the move T3, (2) ⇒ (3) is an isotopic deformation
rotating the classical crossing, and (3) ⇒ (4) is a transformation by detour moves,
where we consider 4 virtual paths, say α1, . . . , α4 (or α
′
1, . . . , α
′
4), obtained from the
local diagram depicted in (3) (or (4)) by removing a regular neighborhood of the
classical crossing. Since we can consider homotopies of arcs changing α1, . . . , α4 to
α′1, . . . , α
′
4 without intersecting any bar, the transformation (3) ⇒ (4) is realized
by the moves V1, . . . , V4. Thus, (1) ⇒ (4), which is the move T3′, is realized by
the moves V1, . . . , V4 and T3. 
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Figure 4.
Here we give a proof of Proposition 2.1.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. We show that for any twisted link diagram D, the dia-
grams D and s(D) are equivalent as twisted link diagrams. By an ambient isotopy
of R2, we may assume that D lies in the half plane {x < 0} of the xy-plane, and that
it lies in general position with respect to the y-component. By slicing along finitely
many horizontal lines, D has a decomposition into pieces of the types depicted in
Figure 5: (i) there is a maximal point, (ii) there is a minimal point, (iii) and (iv)
there is a classical crossing, (v) there is a virtual crossing, (vi) there is a bar. We
call these pieces standard pieces and denote them by Ma,b, ma,b, X
+
a,b, X
−
a,b, Va,b
and Ta,b, respectively, where a (or b, respectively) is the number of vertical arcs ap-
pearing on the left (or right, respectively) of the event: a maximal point, a minimal
point, a classical crossing, a virtual crossing or a bar.
(i) (ii) (iii)
(iv) (v) (vi)
Figure 5. Standard pieces: Ma,b, ma,b, X
+
a,b, X
−
a,b, Va,b, and Ta,b
For k ∈ Z, we denote by ℓk the horizontal line determined by the equality y = k,
and denote by Ck the region of R
2 determined by the inequalities k − 1 ≤ y ≤ k.
We call Ck the kth chamber.
Letm be the total number of maximal points, minimal points, classical crossings,
virtual crossings and bars of D. Modifying D by an isotopy of R2, we may assume
that D lies in ∪mk=1Ck, and for each k = 1, . . . ,m, the restriction of D to Ck is
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Figure 6.
a standard piece. For example, for the diagram in Figure 6, m = 9 and D ∩ Ck,
k = 1, . . . , 9, is m0,0, m1,1, X
+
2,0, X
+
2,0, T2,1, T3,0, V2,0, M1,1 or M0,0, respectively.
Let s(D) be the diagram obtained from D by the reflection along the y-axis
and switching over/under information on all classical crossings. We show that D is
equivalent to s(D) by a sequence of extended Reidemeister moves.
Let δ be a sufficiently small positive number and, for each k = 1, . . . ,m− 1, let
N(ℓk) be the regular neighborhood of ℓk determined by the inequalities k − δ ≤
y ≤ k+ δ. We denote by ℓ+k (or ℓ
−
k , respectively) the horizontal line determined by
the equality y = k + δ (or y = k − δ, respectively).
We may assume that the intersection D ∩ N(ℓk) is a collection of dk (≥ 0)
vertical arcs, say Ak,1, . . . , Ak,dk . Assume that Ak,1, . . . , Ak,dk appear in this order
from left to right. Let Pk,j , j = 1, . . . , dk, be the intersection point of Ak,j and ℓk.
See Figure 7 (Left), where dk = 4, and Ak,j and Pk,j are denoted by Aj and Pj ,
respectively.
Let P ′k,j , j = 1, . . . , dk, denote the image of Pk,j under reflection along the y-axis.
By virtual Reidemeister moves, we deform Ak,1, . . . , Ak,dk into arcs A˜k,1, . . . , A˜k,dk
as in Figure 7 such that A˜k,j ∩ ℓk = P
′
k,j and ∂A˜k,j = ∂Ak,j for all j = 1, . . . , dk.
In Figure 7 (Right), A˜k,j and P
′
k,j are denoted by A˜j and P
′
j .
Let D1 be the twisted link diagram obtained from D by this modification for all
k = 1, . . . ,m− 1.
Figure 7.
We will further transform D1 into a twisted link diagram D2 by applying ex-
tended Reidemeister moves in each chamber Ck for k = 1, . . . ,m as below.
For each chamber Ck such that D∩Ck is of the form Ma,b, ma,b, Va,b or Ta,b, we
transformD1∩Ck intoD2∩Ck in the form ofMb,a, mb,a, Vb,a or Tb,a respectively, by
extended Reidemeister moves in Ck. We explain this procedure by using examples
below.
For example, consider a case that D ∩ Ck is of the form M1,2. Figure 8 shows
D ∩ Ck, D1 ∩ Ck and D2 ∩ Ck. Let α1, . . . , α4 be the arcs of D1 ∩ Ck and let
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α′1, . . . , α
′
4 be the arcs of D2 ∩Ck with ∂αi = ∂α
′
i for i = 1, . . . , 4, which are virtual
paths. By Lemma 3.3, we see that D1∩Ck is transformed into D2∩Ck by extended
Reidemeister moves. (In fact, we only need virtual Reidemeister moves.)
Figure 8.
Consider a case that D∩Ck is of the form V1,2. Figure 9 shows D∩Ck, D1∩Ck
and D2∩Ck. Let α1, . . . , α5 be the arcs of D1∩Ck and let α
′
1, . . . , α
′
5 be the arcs of
D2 ∩ Ck with ∂αi = ∂α
′
i for i = 1, . . . , 5, which are virtual paths. By Lemma 3.3,
we see that D1 ∩Ck is transformed into D2 ∩Ck by extended Reidemeister moves.
(We only need virtual Reidemeister moves.)
Figure 9.
Consider a case that D∩Ck is of the form T1,3. Figure 10 shows D∩Ck, D1∩Ck
and D2∩Ck. Let N be a regular neighborhood of the bar of D2∩Ck in the chamber
Ck, and let intN denote the interior of N . The restriction of D2 ∩ Ck to N is a
short vertical arc with the bar. The restriction of D2∩Ck to Ck \ intN consists of 6
arcs, which are virtual paths on D2, say α
′
1, . . . , α
′
6. Deform D1 ∩Ck by an isotopy
of Ck keeping ∂Ck pointwise fixed and moving the bar of D1 ∩ Ck into N so that
the new diagram, say (D1 ∩ Ck)
∗, satisfies that (D1 ∩ Ck)
∗ ∩ N = D2 ∩ N . The
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restriction of (D1 ∩Ck)
∗ to Ck \ intN consists of 6 virtual paths on (D1 ∩Ck)
∗, say
α1, . . . , α6. Here we may assume that ∂αi = ∂α
′
i for i = 1, . . . , 6. Then D2 ∩ Ck
is obtained from (D1 ∩Ck)
∗ by detour moves replacing α1, . . . , α6 with α
′
1, . . . , α
′
6.
By Lemma 3.3, we see that (D1 ∩ Ck)
∗ is transformed into D2 ∩ Ck by extended
Reidemeister moves. Hence D1 ∩ Ck is transformed into D2 ∩ Ck by extended
Reidemeister moves.
Figure 10.
Apply this procedure for every chamber Ck such that D∩Ck is of the formMa,b,
ma,b, Va,b or Ta,b. Then we obtain D2 ∩ Ck of the form Mb,a, mb,a, Vb,a or Tb,a.
For each chamber Ck such that D∩Ck is of the form X
±
a,b, we transform D1∩Ck
into D2∩Ck which is the composition Vb,aX
±
b,aVb,a by extended Reidemeister moves
in Ck (see Figure 11 for Vb,aX
+
b,aVb,a). We explain this procedure by using an
example.
Figure 11. Vb,aX
+
b,aVb,a
Consider a case that D∩Ck is of the form X
+
1,2. Figure 12 shows D∩Ck, D1∩Ck
and D2 ∩Ck. Let N be a regular neighborhood on the classical crossing of D2 ∩Ck
in Ck, and let intN denote the interior of N . The restriction of D2∩Ck to Ck \ intN
consists of 7 virtual paths on D2, say α
′
1, . . . , α
′
7. Deform D1 ∩Ck by an isotopy of
Ck keeping ∂Ck pointwise fixed and moving the classical crossing into N so that
the new diagram, say (D1 ∩ Ck)
∗, satisfies that (D1 ∩ Ck)
∗ ∩ N = D2 ∩ N . The
restriction of (D1 ∩Ck)
∗ to Ck \ intN consists of 7 virtual paths on (D1 ∩Ck)
∗, say
α1, . . . , α7. Here we may assume that ∂αi = ∂α
′
i for i = 1, . . . , 7. Then D2 ∩ Ck
is obtained from (D1 ∩Ck)
∗ by detour moves replacing α1, . . . , α7 with α
′
1, . . . , α
′
7.
By Lemma 3.3, we see that (D1 ∩ Ck)
∗ is transformed into D2 ∩ Ck by extended
Reidemeister moves. Hence D1 ∩ Ck is transformed into D2 ∩ Ck by extended
Reidemeister moves.
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Figure 12.
Apply this procedure for every chamber Ck such that D∩Ck is of the form X
±
a,b.
Now the diagram D2 obtained this way is equivalent to D1 as a twisted link
diagram, and hence it is equivalent to D.
We may assume that for each k = 1, . . . ,m − 1, D2 ∩ N(ℓk) is the union of
vertical arcs A′k,1, . . . , A
′
k,dk
, where A′k,j is the image of Ak,j under reflection along
the y-axis. See Figure 13 (Left), where dk = 4, and A
′
k,j are denoted by A
′
j .
Figure 13.
Let D3 be the diagram obtained from D2 by adding a pair of bars on each A
′
k,j ,
for k = 1, . . . ,m− 1 and j = 1, . . . , dk, such that one of the pair lies in N(ℓk) ∩Ck
and the other lies in N(ℓk) ∩Ck+1. See Figure 13. In every chamber Ck such that
D2 ∩ Ck is of the form Mb,a, mb,a, Vb,a or Tb,a, the bars of D3 ∩ Ck contained in
N(ℓk−1) ∩ Ck and those in N(ℓk) ∩ Ck can be removed by using T2 (and T1 for
Vb,a, and an isotopy for Tb,a). In every chamber Ck such that D2 ∩ Ck is of the
form Vb,aX
±
b,aVb,a, we see that D3 ∩ Ck can be transformed into X
±
b,a by applying
T3 or T3′, followed by T2. Here T3′ is the move obtained from T3 by switching
over/under information of the classical crossing, which is realized by V1, . . . , V4
and T3 (Lemma 3.4).
Now we obtain s(D), and we have shown that D is equivalent to s(D) as a
twisted link diagram. 
Given a twisted link diagramD, [6] describes a method for constructing a virtual
link diagram D˜, called the double covering diagram of D, and the following result
is obtained.
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Theorem 3.5 ([6]). Let D and D′ be twisted link diagrams, and let D˜ and D˜′ be
double covering diagrams of D and D′, respectively. If D and D′ are equivalent as
twisted link diagrams, then D˜ and D˜′ are equivalent as virtual link diagrams.
Therefore, for a twisted link L represented by a diagram D, we may define the
double covering L˜ of L to be the virtual link represented by D˜, and there is a map
{twisted links} → {virtual links}, L 7→ L˜,
called the double covering. When D is a virtual link diagram, it follows from the
construction in [6] that the double covering diagram D˜ is precisely D⊔s(D). Thus,
for a virtual link L, the double covering L˜ is L ⊔ s(L).
Theorem 3.5 is used in the following proof of our main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. We first prove sufficiency. Let L and L′ be virtual links that
are s-congruent. Then there exist maximal split decompositions L = L1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ Ln
and L′ = L′1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ L
′
n such that for each i = 1, . . . , n, L
′
i is equivalent to Li or
s(Li) as a virtual link. By Corollary 2.2, L
′
i is equivalent to Li as a twisted link.
Thus L′ is equivalent to L as a twisted link.
We next prove necessity. Let L and L′ be virtual links that are equivalent as
twisted links. Since L is a virtual link, the double covering L˜ is the split union
L ⊔ s(L). Similarly, the double covering L˜′ of L′ is the split union L′ ⊔ s(L′). By
Theorem 3.5, L˜ = L ⊔ s(L) is equivalent to L˜′ = L′ ⊔ s(L′) as a virtual link.
Let L = L1 ⊔ · · · ⊔Ln and L
′ = L′1 ⊔ · · · ⊔L
′
n′ be maximal split decompositions.
Then L1 ⊔ · · · ⊔Ln ⊔ s(L1)⊔ · · · ⊔ s(Ln) is a maximal split decomposition of L˜ and
L′1 ⊔ · · · ⊔L
′
n′ ⊔ s(L
′
1)⊔ · · · ⊔ s(L
′
n′) is a maximal split decomposition of L˜
′. By the
uniqueness of a maximal split decomposition (Lemma 3.1), we see that L and L′
are s-congruent. 
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